Abstract: Projects consist of interconnected dimensions such as objective, time, resource and environment. Use of these dimensions in a controlled way and their effective scheduling brings the project success. Project scheduling process includes defining project activities, and estimation of time and resources to be used for the activities. At this point, the project resource-scheduling problems have begun to attract more attention after Program Evaluation and Review Technique (PERT) and Critical Path Method (CPM) are developed one after the other. However, complexity and difficulty of CPM and PERT processes led to the use of these techniques through artificial intelligence methods such as Genetic Algorithm (GA). In this study, an algorithm was proposed and developed, which determines critical path, critical activities and project completion duration by using GA, instead of CPM and PERT techniques used for network analysis within the scope of project management. The purpose of using GA was that these algorithms are an effective method for solution of complex optimization problems. Therefore, correct decisions can be made for implemented project activities by using obtained results. Thus, optimum results were obtained in a shorter time than the CPM and PERT techniques by using the model based on the dynamic algorithm. It is expected that this study will contribute to the performance field (time, speed, low error etc.) of other studies.
Introduction
It is necessary to manage the sources properly in today where time is important and sources are limited. In the opposite case, undesired consequences may be encountered. Evaluation and use of these resources optimally can be possible by planning process from the beginning to the end of the project. This situation reveals the concept of project management. Project management is described in literature as follows: "planning and controlling of process in order to make project arrive desired targets in a best ways and in an effective manner" [1] , "planning, programming (scheduling) and controlling of project activities to achieve project targets" [2] , "planning, organizing, executing and controlling of common activities of financial and human resources used in order to achieve a certain desired result" [3] . The main aim of project management is to complete a project in the planned period with the minimum cost and at the wanted quality level [4] .
As it is seen from the above-mentioned definitions of the project management, planning and controlling of projects to be carried out are significant effecting elements for success of the project. Network analysis is one of the most widespread methods in the planning and controlling of the project. Sources of complex projects can be managed more effectively by analyzing with networks that are modal illustrations of a series of events and activities. Network means schedule that occurs from needed activities and events to achieve the aim of the program, and shows connections and relations between activities and events for planning requirement. In this study, GA was applied for the project analyzing on the networks instead of PERT or CPM methods. PERT and CPM have been developed to help planning, shape and controlling of large scaled complex projects. The networks are usually large and detailed so this situation forces to use a computer program to find project completion period by applying these models [5, 6] .
For this reason, today's complex and hard conditions lead to find new methods for rapid and easy solutions. It is possible to group these methods as analytical or heuristic models that used to solve the problems in the complex and hard conditions. However, successful results couldn't be obtained using analytical models since analytical models are not effective to solve difficult or complex problems. Heuristic or evolutionary models are more effective in this regard, as they are problem-dependent. Especially, use of easy computing and evolutionary algorithms instead of difficult optimization techniques have come into prominence [7] . Evolutionary algorithms are very effective to resolve search and optimization problems. It seem that utilizing evolutionary algorithms is a highly effective way of finding various effective solutions in the realized studies [8] .
At this point, GAs from evolutionary approaches have begun to take an important place. GAs overcome from above disadvantages since they are genetically powerful. GAs are a search and optimization method based on natural selection principals. There are successful applications of GAs in fields such as function optimization, scheduling, mechanical learning, design, and cellular production. Generally, there are four main steps in optimization procedure of the GAs: selection, crossing, mutation and evaluation. GA optimization procedure performs an iterative selection strategy, applies crossing and mutation, and then evaluates suitability of chromosomes. In this procedure, population includes good solutions and at the end, it supplies the best optimal solution [9] [10] [11] [12] .
In this section, CPM and PERT methods that are the subject of study are briefly explained before going into details of the study.
Critical path method
In CPM method, fixed and defined processing times are accepted. This method also seems necessary identification of the missing elements of the network, and project completion duration, critical activities and critical path of the network when differences are ignored [5, 13] . Critical path is a path that has the longest total activity period that supplies project to be completed in the shortest time between starting and ending point on the project network. The importance of critical path is that this length determines the completion duration of the project, and a delay in the activities that constitute the critical path retard the project in the same amount. For this reason, this path is critical path, and activities that make up this path are also called critical activities.
Program evaluation and review technique
PERT method is established on probability estimation of operation times and completion duration of the project [5, 14] . The most important difference between CPM and PERT is estimation of operation time. PERT was designed for projects in which durations are unclear such as research and development projects. CPM and PERT are calculated with the same method. The only difference is that PERT makes three predictions for each activity as seen in the The probability of occurrence of each activity within the estimated time is determined as a result of mathematical and statistical calculations done using these time estimates. The expected duration of activity (mean time) is calculated by the formula in Eq. 1.
After durations of activity reduces to single time by using formulas, Ei and Li values of each node are calculated from the first node to the last node. The nodes that have same E and L values give the critical path, the activities that are performed in this path give critical activities, and total length of the path give also project completion duration [15] .
The study consists of four sections. In the first section of the article, a general introduction, and brief information about CPM and PERT were given. In the second section, related studies were given. In the third part, design and application of the model developed (material, method, structure and process) using genetic algorithm and, finally, in the fourth section, conclusions and future study were explained in detail.
Related Studies
There are many studies on network analysis within the context of project management. In this section, well-known and current studies were given. Yakhchali suggested path-sorting algorithm for analysis of critical activities on CPM/PERT networks. In this study, it was intended to find the most suitable critical activities and paths by using fuzzy activity time values. In addition, an effective algorithm that based on a path enumeration technique was suggested to calculate the probability criticality degrees of activities. Performance of the algorithm was evaluated by using real project networks [19] .
Pan et al. realized a study on planning project optimization by using Tabu Search Algorithm. In this study, results of developed algorithm and other artificial intelligence techniques were compared, and optimum parameters' settings were proposed for the models that are suggested through sensitivity analysis. In addition, suggested method provided a good user interface [20] .
Abbasi and Mukattash analyzed solution of PERT network by using mathematical programming. In the study, it was aimed to minimize pessimistic time estimation of activities on the critical path. Suggested model showed that minimizing pessimistic time reduces project time. In addition, results of the model indicated that possibility of realizing the end node increased [21] .
Haixiang et al. studied on a smart optimization to use for planning a coal-mining project in China. The optimization techniques they used include genetic algorithm, part bulk optimization and regular part bulk optimization. They handled the study in two stages. In the first stage, PERT network was created.
In the second stage, they worked up to conclude by assigning estimated operation time of the activities to arrows [22] .
Hashemin et al. made a study that optimizes allocation of limited nonrenewable source on PERT networks with different activity times. In the study, dynamic programming was utilized, and the aim is to maximize project completion duration without skipping any activity. The duration of each activity were categorized as either reducible or irreducible depending on network structure. Authors presented an analytical algorithm for each network structure. The algorithms were demonstrated by giving some examples [23] .
Ke and Liu studied on solving project planning problem with mixture of randomness and fuzzy. In the study, it was aimed to adjust total cost and project completion duration by using genetic algorithm and fuzzy logic with available sources. Fuzzy simulations were given for unclear functions and they were embedded into genetic algorithm to develop a hybrid intelligent algorithm. As a result, some numerical experiment results were given for demonstration of performance of the algorithm [24] .
Baar et al. suggested Tabu search algorithm for limited source project planning problems. The aim of the study is to define a schedule with minimal completion duration. Finally, a column-generation approach for a linear programming-based lower bound was presented and computational results were reported [25] .
Demirel et al. solved problem of multistage integrated logistic network optimization with hybrid genetic algorithm. In their study, a mixed integer linear programming model that has limited capacity, multi-staged, and multi-product was developed for a general integrated logistic network design [26] .
Kumar, firstly said that source management supplies that a project should be completed on time, at cost; and later source shortage is an expected cause for project delays. Suggested method, activity selected first for changing is based on the largest value of source rate. This procedure is repeated for all current activities for probable shifting of resources by searching optimal solution with GA. Developed GA model for project planning of sources has resulted in optimized output with reduced cost [27] .
Rajeevan and Nagavinothini said that resourceconstraint project scheduling problem is one of the very hard problems in Operations Research and it has lately become a popular area for the newest optimization models or techniques. For the resourceconstraint project scheduling, meta-heuristic algorithm of optimization supplements conventional CPM technique and MSP (Microsoft Office Project) software for scheduling by optimizing project time. Results of this study showed that the algorithm is capable to meet best known solutions from problem space [28] .
Hussain stated that resource allocation and leveling are two top challenges in construction project management, due to complex nature of construction projects, and CPM and PERT is not capable of minimizing undesirable fluctuations in resource utilization profile. In the study, researcher obtained results an optimum set of tasks and priorities that generate better-leveled resources profiles using Genetic Algorithm technique in MATLAB software [29] .
Chitra and Halder aimed to develop a model that finds a proper trade-off between duration and cost to accelerate execution process in this study. He said that CPM is utilized to determine the longest time and cost needed for finalizing the project, and then the time-cost trade-off problem is formulated as a linear programming model. Karmake used LINDO program to define solution of the model. Data of proposed model were collected through interviews and direct discussion with the project managers of Chowdhury Construction Company, Dhaka, Bangladesh. Analysis results demonstrated that reduction of project duration by 17% is achieved by increasing cost by 3.73%, which is satisfactory [30] .
Studies in the literature were summarized in Table 1 due to a better understanding.
Difference of this study from others, is that it can be applied on both CPM and PERT networks for the first time, and network models used in this study are dynamic. In addition, critical path of the project, critical activities and project completion duration can be obtained by entering desired number of nodes and activities through proposed model.
Design and Implementation of the Algorithm Developed by Using Genetic Algorithm
This study handles network analysis for project management on CPM and PERT networks. It searches solving of problems to be encountered in case network is very large during network analysis. The aim of this study is to solve network analysis problems by using GA, and to show that such complex problems can be solved by intuitional methods. In this study, "Genetic Algorithm" that is within heuristic methods were widely analyzed, and a new algorithm which is suitable for this strategy was developed and proposed.
Genetic algorithm
GA is the first artificial intelligence technique inspired by basic elements and phenomena of the Theory of Evolution brought to scientific world by Charles Robert Darwin. A typical GA is generally based on subjecting a variety of genetic manipulations according to fitness values of individuals represented by chromosome, which are to be initially used for solution and are represented as chromosomes in a selected coding. According to results of initial population, processes such as crossing and mutation are carried out. New individuals are obtained and created through relatively better individuals, and each new generation is examined until desired result is obtained or a certain stop criterion is obtained. In conclusion, GAs produce resolutions to optimization problems utilizing methods of natural evolution (inheritance, mutation, selection, and crossover). GA starts with creation of population. Solutions are obtained from population and utilized to form a new population. This process continues until the best solution is produced or until the number of population is determined [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] .
In Table 2 , general pseudo-code of GA was given [36, 38] .
Material and method
Developed application to supply optimization with GA on CPM and PERT networks within the context of project management was briefly named as "GACPMPERT". Delphi 7 programming language was used for coding the designed algorithm. All simulations were practiced on the computers that have Intel Core I7 3.40 GHz processor. Algorithm was designed to be applied for all CPM and PERT networks. In the application, first of all nodes used on CPM and PERT networks, and then predecessorsuccessor status of mentioned nodes are determined. Operation durations of the activities are transferred to table according to above status. User inserts operation durations in order to use in CPM networks. Table 2 . Pseudo-code of the GA
Step 1. Create population with N individuals according to target problem and selected coding scheme.
Step 2. Iterative steps (for each individual and each purpose function size):
2.1.
Step: Calculate the fitness function value with individual.
2.2.
Step: Select individuals who will enter reproductive process.
2.3.
Step: Apply crossover process to selected individuals.
2.4.
Step: Apply mutation to some individuals.
Step 3. Optimal solution at the end of iterative process is global best position and value(s).
In that case, in PERT networks, after optimistic, pessimistic, and approximate times are inserted, operation durations are calculated by using Equality 1 given in first part. In this point, application also presents a visual possibility by preparing a scenario CPM and PERT networks depending on different project situations entered. Later, genetic algorithm assumptions (size of population, elitism rate, generation number, and iteration number) for optimizing can be inserted dynamically depending on users' desire. However, only crossover is prepared to be applicable for all entered GA assumptions. As a result, genetic algorithm phases were completed rapidly and easily to optimize values and to reach optimal solution. Flow diagram of proposed algorithm is given at Fig. 2. 
Structure and functioning of the algorithm
Developed and proposed algorithm can be applied on dynamic CPM and PERT networks. The algorithm was explained systematically in the frame of GA. Applying of suggested GA on any project was tried to be explained through a simple network example given in Fig. 3 . Application was showed on CPM network diagram. The only difference of PERT networks is that operation duration is determined after calculating optimistic, pessimistic, and approximate duration.
Chromosome and Gene: It shows each solution of problems desired to be solved by genetic algorithm. In this study, genes and chromosomes were constituted depending on number of nodes entered by user. Each node can go their neighbor nodes one way and without skipping. Each node constitutes a gene, and paths formed by nodes constitute chromosomes. For example, in the Fig. 3 , there are 11 nodes and 8 different paths. It means that there are 11 genes, and 8 chromosomes. Initial Population: The set of solutions used to search for the best solution of the problem and randomly determined solutions were determined by the randomly generated set. The code line that was developed for initial population is given in the Fig. 4 .
The entered nodes paths are taken into account in the process of population creation. The cells which is diagonal in the Fig. 5 should be zero (0) since CPM and PERT networks are one-way. The fact that the cells above the diagonal have zero (0) value indicates that there is no direct connection between the nodes. For example, the node 1 has a direct connection to the nodes 2, 3, and 4; however, it has not any direct connection to other nodes (nodes 5-11) since its cell value is zero. In the Fig. 6 , a simple example was given for this situation.
In this way, direct connection status of each node is controlled one by one. Thus, the paths that form initial population were constituted. When the example in the Fig. 3 was taken into account, all paths (chromosomes) that form initial population were given in the Fig. 7 , and some of the possible solutions were also given in the Fig. 8 with operation duration.
Crossing: "Single Point Crossing" technique was used in the developed application. In this application, a single cut-point was selected and it was obtained from the first ancestor chromosome till the cut-point. Offspring chromosome was created by combining the remaining part with the next part of the second ancestor's cut-point. Cut-point mentioned in crossing over was obtained from one third of length of the chromosome (path length). In case the length of the chromosome was not threefold, the obtained result was rounded up and then crossovered. A crossing example applied by algorithm developed on individuals created by the paths was given in the 
Mutation:
It is applied in case some genetic information is lost in population and genes that create chromosome are all the same. Because same results were obtained in the study, there was no need to apply mutation on the application developed. It means that mutation did not affect the result of operation.
Fitness Function (FF):
Fitness function used in the developed application was determined by detect the biggest operation duration in the paths after calculating sum of all one-way paths from the initial node of activities to the last node. The aim, here, was to obtain the path with the longest total activity time that ensure the project completed as soon as possible between the starting and ending point on the project network. Fitness function was given in Equality 2. 
Elitism: Elitism method was used in this application despite the fact that different methods have been developed to create new population. In the study, the number of chromosome rate entered by user from generated population was selected as a best solution cluster, and others were omitted. Consequently, the best individuals were reached at each iteration, and thus the best optimum result was obtained at the last iteration.
Displaying of the results:
All these genetic algorithm operations are repeated in equal amount to the number of iterations entered by the user and the gained optimum solution was presented to the user (Fig. 11 ).
In the study, for example, the values in Table 1 were entered for the activity and operation times of the network. GACPMPERT application reached the result by considering defined aim function depending on the available operation times.
Results were also demonstrated over the network with GACPMPERT application (Fig. 12) . Path made by dashed lines indicates the critical path, activities on this road indicates critical activities, and sum of the durations on the critical path indicates project completion period.
Therefore, it can be seen clearly that the critical path is 1-3-4-6-8-11, critical activities (from the activities introduced between these paths) are C-F-H-J-L, and the project completion duration is 51 weeks (fiftyone).
The application was tested with five different projects data and all the results obtained were given in Table 4 . According to Table 4 , it was seem that accurate results were obtained in a short time using the proposed GACPMPERT application. 
Conclusions and Future Study
In this study, an algorithm was developed that finds the critical paths, critical activity, and project completion duration by using genetic algorithm instead of CPM and PERT techniques used for network analysis within the context of project management. Calculating critical path, critical activity, and project completion duration (without using GA) is a quite complex and long period in normal conditions. The algorithm is easy to implement for all CPM and PERT networks that are complex and time-consuming, too difficult to calculate manually. With the use of the developed software, any institution or organization will be able to determine how long it will complete the work to be performed by taking into account its own resources and constraints, which method to be used, and so they will be able to take measures depending on each new situation. Algorithm was developed for dynamic CPM and PERT networks, was tested using different GA acceptances, and the optimum results were obtained in a very short time.
In the next step of the study, all results obtained by applying hybrid approaches will be compared with the results obtained by applying GA algorithm developed in this study. Thus, more meaningful and productive results will be obtained and success of the proposed algorithm will reveal itself better. 
